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About this book: The supply chain management approach
is prevalent in economical practice today. Important
improvements have been realized during the last years.
However, the attempt to form lean supply chains by
reducing buffer stocks and the concentration on fewer
suppliers lead to an increasing vulnerability of supply
chains. Numerous managers and researchers have
experienced that beside the successes of supply chain
management, the exposure to risk is growing for many
companies.
Both the occurrence of new risks as well as reinforcement
of traditional business risks causes this trend. Companies
are depending increasingly on the risk situation and the risk
management capabilities of other their partners as well as
the supply chain as a whole.
The new volume, edited by Wolfgang Kersten and
Thorsten Blecker, offers the most important perspectives
on supply chain risk management. The contributions
written by named experts provide actual information about
workable approaches for supply chain risk management,
analyses of supply chain risks,
identification of key risk factors for logistics outsourcing,
assessment of the uncertainty of delivery.
With this book readers will gain central insights how to
handle approaches for supply chain risk management
within their business. They will learn how to manage risks

effectively to build leaner supply chains with a
maintainable risk exposure for all partners in industry and
services.
The new series ”Operations and Technology Management”
edited by Prof. Dr. Thorsten Blecker, Prof. Dr. George Q.
Huang and Prof. Dr. Fabrizio Salvador, provides volumes
for target groups of industry, logistics, service industry,
management, IT-departments, organization departments,
research, and apprenticeship.
Operations and Technology Management is concerned with
the development, implementation, and improvement of
processes, technologies, and management systems for the
purpose of designing, making, and delivering goods and
services. Operations and Technology Management
combines strategic, technological, economical, human and
operational perspectives into an integrated global systems
perspective. Operations and Technology Management
binds qualitative and quantitative methods and tools in its
analysis and problem-solving approaches in an effective
and efficient kind.
The books are published in English language and offer
fundamental insights into actual problems and their
solutions to practitioners, researchers, lecturers, and
students.
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